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Fig. I. Measuredmaximumcurrent densityJ rnax as a functionof reciprocal CNF
length L with different electrodes: suspendedCNFs with Au electrodes (solid
circles), and suspended (solid triangles) or Si02-supported (open triangles)
CNFs with W-Auelectrodes[121. Lines indicatecalculatedJ rnax for three fitting
values of dissipation factor OJ with R « I. Each line is labeled with the
measuredfractionof total supportedsegmentsS.

type, a CNF is placed on Au electrodes, which are about -100
nm higher than the Si02 surface , using a drop-cast technique
[11-12]. The initial resistance between the electrodes is in the
MQ range, but after several cycles of applied current
(current-stressing), it decreases to the kQ range [11]. For the
second type of contact, a CNF is placed on Au electrodes and
then tungsten (W) is deposited to secure the contact [12]. The
total resistance is in the kQ range, and there is little effect from
current stressing. Jmax is consistently larger with W-Au contacts
than with Au contacts as shown in Fig. 1.

Breakdown always occurs in the suspended region. There are
three cases shown in Fig. 2: 1) For S = 0, breakdown occurs at or
near the midpoint with W-Au contacts or Au contacts ; 2) for 0 <
S < 1 with Au & Si02 contacts , breakdown occurs near the
middle of the suspended segment; and 3) for 0 < S < 1 with
W-Au & Si02 contacts, breakdown occurs close to the
Si02-supported region. SEM images ofbreakdown are shown in
Figs. 2(a) - (c), corresponding to cases 1) - 3) above.

I. INTRODUCTION

CARBON nanostructures have been studied for future
interconnect applications due to their immunity to

electromigration and excellent electrical and thermal transport
properties [1-9]. Carbon nanofiber (CNF) is an allotrope of
carbon nanotube (CNT) with a cone-like central core structure
and a multilayer outer wall structure (similar to multiwall CNT)
[9-10]. But unlike multiwall CNT, CNF does not have a hollow
interior. To understand their transport propert ies as
interconnects, we have developed a simple model based on
measurements of the maximum current density Jmax at
breakdown [11-12]. Further, an imaging technique has been
developed to quantify the observations [13]. Previous work [11]
has indicated reasonable convergence of Jmax data for CNF
suspended between two electrodes, while CNF in partial contact
with a Si02 substrate shows larger Jmax and wider scatter as
shown in Fig. 1. Since breakdown has been shown to be
associated with the peak CNF temperature [6,14,15], substrate
contact should enhance heat dissipation, increase the immunity
to Joule heating, and hence increase Jmax• Recently, we have
extended the previous model to capture the variation in heat
transport to the Si02 substrate due to partial CNF contact [16].
In addition, we demonstrate the contrast between heat
dissipation through two different electrodes and through the
substrate .

The new model adds two important parameters. One is the
support fraction S, defined as the ratio of the length in contact
with the Si02 substrate to the CNF inter-electrode length L. S is
measurable from a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image,
where suspended segments are brighter due to more efficient
secondary electron generation [13] as shown in Fig. 2. The other
is the spatially varying heat dissipation factor a(x) to describe
heat transport from CNF to its environment (air, substrate, or
electrode). The values of a(x) are determined by fitting to
experimental data.

We use two types of CNF-e1ectrode contacts . For the first

Abstract-Based on extensive experimental information, a model is
developed that takes into account heat transport through the entire
carbon nanofiber interconnect test structure and breakdown
location. This electrothermal transport model elucidates observed
current capacity behavior, and predicts variations in contact
location with the support material. The resulting heat dissipation
and current capacity are completely consistent with measurement
data.
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II. HEAT TRANSPORT MODEL

To explain these experimental findings, we solve a
one-dimensional heat transport equation [5,11,14,16],

(1)

afa« < 1 holds true . For Jrnax analysis, ai is appropriately
weighted over supported and suspended regions in partially
supported cases of 0 < S < 1. We assume that CNF breakdown
occurs when !J.Trnax reaches the threshold !J.Tth [11], which is
independent of the CNF length or radius. Then it is possible to
express Jrnax as a function of !J.Tth , ai, b, R, L, and JO(ai) =

(!J.Tthai2/b)1/2by

!J.T is the local CNF temperature at x measured from the ambient
temperature. J is the current density and a is the dissipation
factor measuring the effectiveness of heat dissipation to the
contact material with unit of inverse length. b = 1/(K<J), where K

is the thermal conductivity and (J the electrical conductivity of
the CNF. Heat diffusion (first term) and heat dissipation (second
term) generally depend on location, while heat generation (right
hand side) does not. Ifa is constant, the general solution for Eq.
(1) is given by

[
1 2 ]-1/2-R

J max =Jo(a;) 1 . (3)
Rsinh(a jL /2) +cosh(a;L /2)

The dependence on L is somewhat complex, and to simply
matters, we consider two limits ofJ rnax as a function of1.

(i) Short CNF (aiL/2 « 1) with any R:

dT(x) = Acosh(ax) + Bsinh(ax) + bJ2
, (2)

(4)

where A and B are constants determined by boundary conditions.
Across the interface between two domains with different
dissipation factor a, we require that !J.T and d!J.T/dx be
continuous.

(ii) Long CNF (aj./2 » 1) with any R:

(5)

Fig. 3. (a) Model for symmetric contacts with discrete dissipation factors ai and
ao. AT solution in Section II.A is plotted for ad. = 10 » ail: (b) Model for
asymmetric contacts with dissipation factors as, ae; and ae. AT solution in II .B is
plotted with a.L' >> a,L' = 2.5 urn" X 0.8 urn =2.0 » ad:'.

DependingonR,Jrnax behaves asrl/2 (R » aj.) or t:' (R « aiL)
in the short-L limit. The long-L limit represents the direct
balance of heat generation with dissipation to the substrate, and
the exponential factor provides fmite L correction. To examine
this further, calculated results for !J.T(x) and a(x) are shown in
Fig . 3(a), which corresponds to case 1 in Fig. 2. Limit (i) was
discussed in our previous work [11], and limit (iii) was reported
elsewhere [7].
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Fig. 2. Breakdown cases, where dotted (solid) lines indicate suspended
(supported) segments of a CNF identified through image contrast [13]: (a) Case
I: Au contacts, before (left) and after (right) breakdown at midpoint; (b) Case 2:
near-midpoint breakdown with Au & Si02 contacts. (c) Case 3: breakdown
closer to Si02 side with Si02 & W-Au contacts. In (b), a suspended segment
exists over the electrode region. High-resolution images at a breakdown point
were reported in Ref. [10].

A. J rnax as a Function ofL for Symmetric Contacts
B. Breakdown Location for Asymmetric Contacts

Because of symmetry, we consider only the right half of the
CNF. As shown in Fig. 3(a), for the electrode region x 2: L/2, a(x)
= ao, while the region between the electrodes 0 < x < L/2, a(x) =
ai. Since heat dissipation is larger in the electrode region, R =

We consider for the Si02 region x < 0 and a(x) = as, for the fully
suspended (S = 0) region 0 < x < L ', a(x) = af, and for the
electrode region L I < x, a(x) = ae, as indicated in Fig. 3(b), where
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as, at. and a; are defmed. In the limit of very large a; due to the
W-Au electrode, fmite as due to the Si02-supported region, and
negligible at in the suspended segment, we obtain an
approximated expression for Xmax,

(6)

The breakdown location clearly shifts away from the midpoint
by I/(asL ~2 toward the Si02-supported region, since the heat
dissipation in the W-Au region is much more efficient than the
Si02-supported region. This result is shown in Fig. 3(b), where
I1Tmax shifts away from the W-Au contact with I1T,.., 0 there, and
remains fmite near the Si02-supported region. This prediction is
completely consistent with our SEM observations shown in Fig.
2, as discussed below.

III. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

In Fig. 1, there is a straight-line lower bound for the Jmax
versus IlL behavior, and its gradient is (8I1Tthlb)1/2 = 54 kA/m
from (4) in the limit of negligible heat dissipation between
electrodes R« ail; which is expected to be the case for entirely
suspended cases with S = O. Thus, I1Tthib = I1TthKa = 3.4 x 108

W10m? We do not have direct measurement results for I1Tth and
K. For carbon nanofibers, a value of a = 24 kS/m was reported
based on four-point measurement [8]. Our CNF samples yield a
= 104

,.., 105 S/m with an average of 25 kS/m, obtained using
four-point measurement. For carbon nanotubes, I1Tth was
estimated to be 600 K in air through thermo-gravimetric
measurement [15]. K = 12 W/m-K was deduced from thermal
resistance measurement using Pt-coated carbon nanofiber [17].
If I1Tth = 600 K and K = 12 W/m-K are used, then a = 47 kS/m,
which is double the reported value as well as our average value,
but still within our measured a range. Fabris et ale [14] pointed
out that the I1TthKa product tends to be overestimated without
considering heating at electrode contacts in the model. This
would explain our somewhat large I1TthKa value extracted from
the measurement data in Fig. 1.

From (8I1Tthlb)1/2 = 54 kA/m, we deduce the long-L limit for
Jmax,JO(ai) = (I1Tthai2Ib)1/2 = 19 (kA/m) x ai (m"), Fitting this to
measurement results in Fig. 1 for S = 0.69, 0.81, and 1.0 and
using (4) in the limit R «1, we obtain ai = 2.48, 1.60, and 1.27
urn", with Jo = 4.5, 3.0, and 2.3 MA/cm2

, respectively. As
shown in Fig. 1, the resulting calculated Jmaxbehaviors compare
well with measurement results for substrate-supported cases.

Breakdown locations in Fig. 3 can be explained by assuming a
~ 00 for W-Au contacts, a >- 0 for full suspension, and fmite a
for Au and Si02 contacts. Applying these assumptions for
symmetric contacts leads to breakdown location at the midpoint
of the suspended segment. This prediction is confirmed by the
observations shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b). For case 3 in Fig. 2(c),
since the W-Au contact can dissipate heat much more

9781-4244-3912-6109/$25.00 ©2009 IEEE

effectively, the breakdown location moves away from the center
towards the Si02-supported region. In fact, the observed
breakdown location xmaxlL' in Fig. 2(c) is shifted by ,..,1/4 from
the center towards the substrate contact. Using (6) with L' ,.., 0.8
urn, we estimate as ,.., 2.5 urn". This indicates that the
breakdown experiments and the results ofthe present model can
be used for estimation of the heat dissipation factor in these
hybrid substrate contact systems. A calculated I1T/Tmax plot
corresponding to these values is shown in Fig. 3(b). I1Tis clearly
non-zero in the Si02-supported region, and its peak is shifted
toward this region away from the W-Au contact. This prediction
matches well the observation in Fig. 2(c). Based on this analysis,
one can study heat dissipation in similar systems by examining
breakdown locations experimentally.

CONCLUSION

We have developed an analytical heat transfer model taking
into account a piecewise spatially varying heat dissipation factor
in the carbon nanofiber interconnect applications and
successfully explain previous measurements ofcurrent capacity
and observations of breakdown locations under various
electrode and substrate-supported contact conditions.
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